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Abstract. Short retroposons can be used as natural
phylogenetic markers. By means of hybridization and
PCR analysis, we demonstrate that B2 retroposon copies
are present only in the three rodent families: Muridae,
Cricetidae, and Spalacidae. This observation highlights
the close phylogenetic relation between these families.
Two novel B2-related retroposon families, named DIP
and MEN elements, are described. DIP elements are
found only in the genomes of jerboas (family Dipodidae)
and birch mice (family Zapodidae), demonstrating the
close relationship between these rodents. MEN element
copies were isolated from the squirrel, Menetes berdmorei, but were not detected in three other species from
the family Sciuridae. The MEN element has an unusual
dimeric structure: the left and right monomers are B2and B1-related sequences, respectively. Comparison of
the B2, DIP, MEN, and 4.5S1 RNA elements revealed an
80-bp core sequence located at the beginning of the B2
superfamily retroposons. This observation suggests that
these retroposon families descended from a common
progenitor. A likely candidate for this direct progenitor
could be the ID retroposon.
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Introduction
Short retroposons, or SINEs (short interspersed elements), are 80–400-bp repetitive DNA sequences, apparently originating from RNA intermediates which have
become dispersed throughout the eukaryotic genomes
(Jagadeeswaran et al. 1981; Rogers 1985). About 25
families of short retroposons have been found in the
genomes of mammals, reptiles, fishes, molluscs, insects,
and plants (reviewed in: Okada 1991; Deininger and
Batzer 1993; Ohshima et al. 1993). There are two main
classes of SINEs, both of which derive from the genes
transcribed by RNA polymerase III. The first class includes the primate Alu element (Deininger et al. 1981)
and the rodent B1 element (Krayev et al. 1980), which
apparently descended from 7SL RNA genes (Ullu and
Tschudi 1984). The more extensive second class includes
the SINEs presumably derived from tRNAs or their
genes (Daniels and Deininger 1985; Sakamoto and
Okada 1985; Ohshima et al. 1993). The hypothesis for
the origin of these SINEs is based on the observation that
the 58-end of each SINE (around 70 bp) demonstrates
about 70% similarity with a particular tRNA (usually
tRNALys or tRNAGly). The rest of the elements, usually
100 to 200 bp in length, are very diverse between families and the only common features are A-rich motifs at
the 38-ends of all short retroposons.
B2 elements from the genomes of mouse (Kramerov
et al. 1979; Krayev et al. 1982), rat (den Dunnen and
Schoenmakers 1987), and Chinese hamster (Haynes and
Jelinek 1981) were the first described SINEs of this class
and about 1 × 105 copies of the element are dispersed
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throughout the genomes of these species. The average
sequence divergence between copies is about 10%. The
B2 element is about 200 bp in length and it demonstrates
similarity with tRNALys (Sakamoto and Okada 1985). In
cells of many types, B2 elements are transcribed by RNA
polymerase III, producing small cytoplasmic polyadenylated B2 RNAs (Kramerov et al. 1982, 1985, 1990) which
obviously form an intermediate in the retroposition process.
There are two families of short retroposons in the
mouse and rat genomes that demonstrate sequence similarity with the B2 element family. These are the 4.5s1
RNA pseudogenes (Saba et al. 1985; Takeuchi and Harada 1986) and ID elements (Sutcliffe et al. 1984). Rogers (1985) united these three SINE families in one superfamily, named the B2 superfamily. 4.5S1 RNA is 98
nt in length and abundant in rat and mouse cells but
absent in human cells (Bush et al. 1982). There are 1 ×
104 copies of 4.5S1 RNA pseudogenes in the rat genome
and they have many characteristic features of retroposons such as A-rich tails and short, direct-flanking
repeats and they share sequence similarity to the B2 elements at the 58-end. The ID elements are 85–105 bp
long and are composed of a 75-bp core region and a
10–40-bp oligo(A) tail. The rat genome has an especially
large copy number of ID element (1.3 × 105), around 20
and 500 times more than are present in the mouse (Sapienza and St-Jacques 1986) and guinea pig (Kim et al.
1994) genomes, respectively. There are two ID-related
small RNAs in rat neuronal cells termed BC1 and BC2
(Sutcliffe et al. 1984). BC1 RNA is a homogeneous transcript derived from a single-copy gene which seems to be
the master gene for the ID element family (DeChiara and
Brosius 1987; Kim et al 1994).
The work presented here has two main objectives.
Firstly to search for and study the B2-related SINEs in
the genomes of various rodent families. Such a study can
facilitate an understanding of the nature, origin, and evolution of these and similar genetic elements. In this part
of the work, two new short retroposons, designated DIP
and MEN, were isolated from the genomes of jerboas
and Indochinese ground squirrel, respectively. Comparison of their nucleotide sequences with those of other
B2-superfamily retroposons allowed us to find conserved
regions and also give an insight into the probable structure of a B2-superfamily progenitor.
The second objective of the work was to demonstrate
the utility of SINEs as natural phylogenetic markers. We
suggest that the study of the species distribution of
SINEs can provide reliable, non-subjective and illustrative information on the phylogeny of the species. This
suggested method for analyzing phylogeny is based on
the following features of short retroposons. Firstly, the
independent formation of the same retroposon family in
the genomes of two different species is an extremely
unlikely event. Secondly, after formation, a new retro-

poson family is able to persist in the genome for a very
long period (>107 years) during which time the retroposon family is passed on from progenitor species to all the
subsequent progeny species deriving from it. Thirdly,
short retroposons do not spread among species by horizontal transfer; there are no examples of the detection of
the same tRNA-related SINE family in two unrelated
taxa.
In studying the species distribution of the B2 and DIP
elements, we have demonstrated that the former is restricted to families Muridae, Cricetidae, and Spalacidae,
whereas the latter is only present in the genomes of the
Dipodidae and Zapodidae. These results are in accordance with the suggested close phylogenetic relation,
based on morphological traits, in the group composed of
Muridae, Cricetidae, and Spalacidae as well as that comprising Dipodidae and Zapodidae. This conclusion demonstrates the validity of the proposed molecular approach
to deduce phylogenetic information.

Materials and Methods
DNA Isolation. DNA was isolated from the liver of animals by incubation with proteinase K followed by phenol/chloroform extraction.
Human and African green monkey DNA were prepared from HeLa and
CV1 cells, respectively. Porcupine DNA was isolated from fresh quill
follicles.

Genomic Analysis by Hybridization. For dot-hybridization, ∼1 mg
of genomic DNA from each species was transferred to Hybond N filters
(Amersham) using a dot-blot apparatus. Hybridization was carried out
at 65°C in a mixture containing 4 × SSC, 0.5% SDS, 5 × Denhardt’s
solution and 0.1 mg/ml boiled herring sperm DNA. 32P-labeled PCR
products (see below) were used as probes. Filters were washed for 30
min at 42°C in 0.1 × SSC and 0.1% SDS, exposed to X-ray film for
several hours, and then the washing continued at 52°C. Following this
wash filters were exposed to X-ray film for the same period as performed initially. Finally, one more washing/exposure cycle was carried
out, with a wash at 58°C.

Genomic Analysis by PCR. PCR was performed in 50-ml reaction
mixture containing Taq polymerase buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3;
50 mM KCl; 1.5 mM MgCl2), 200 mM dNTP, 0.3 mM primers, 1.2 units
Taq polymerase, and 0.2 or 200 ng of genomic DNA; 25 cycles of 95°C
for 1 min, 55°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 1 min were performed to allow
detection of the B2 element. In order to amplify the DIP and MEN
elements, reactions were carried out under the same conditions, with an
annealing temperature of 53°C. Primer 1 (58GGGGCTGGAGAGATGGCT38) corresponding to the beginning of the B2, DIP, and MEN
elements was used in all reactions. As the second primer, the following
oligonucleotides were added to reaction mixtures. For detection of the
B2 element, primer 2 (58GGTTGTGAGCCACCATGT38); the DIP element, primer 6 (58ACGAACTCCAGATGCATG38); and the MEN
element, primer 7 (58ATTAGTGGTTGAGGAGCTT38). To detect
PCR products, 12 ml of each mixture was subjected to electrophoresis
in gel containing 3% NuSeave agarose (FMC) and 1% agarose (Sigma).
Blot-hybridization of PCR products was performed under the same
conditions as specified for dot-hybridization. 32P-labeled B2 and DIP
probes were prepared by PCR.
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Table 1.

Rodent speciesa analyzed and distribution of B2 and DIP elements

Family

Code

Scientific name

Common name

B2

DIP

Muridae

Mmu
Rno
Ape
Mso
Pda
Ate
Eta
Msc
Tin
She
Abo
Apy
Eli
Sti
Sbe
Dni
Mbe
Cfu
Mca
Cpo
Hle

Mus musculus
Rattus norvegicus
Apodemus peninsula
Microtus socialis
Pitimis daghestanicus
Arvicola terrestris
Ellobius tancrei
Myopus schisticolor
Tatera indica
Spalax ehrenbergi
Allactodipus bobrinskii
Alactagulus pygmaeus
Eremodipus (Juculus) lichtensteini
Sicista tianschanica
Sicista betulina
Dryomys nitedula
Menetes berdmorei
Citellus fulvus
Marmota caudata
Cavia porcellus
Hystrix leucura

House mouse
Common rat
Wood mouse
Social vole
Daghestan vole
Water vole
Mole-vole
Wood lemming
Indian gerbil
Palestine mole rat
Bobrinski’s jerboa
Lesser five-toed jerboa
Lichtensten’s jerboa
Birch mouse
Northern birch mouse
Forest dormouse
Indochinese ground squirrel
Large-thoothed suslik (ground squirrel)
Long-tailed marmot
Guinea pig
Indian porcupine

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
−
−
−
−

Cricetidae

Spalacidae
Dipodidae

Zapodidae
Gliridae
Sciuridae

Caviidae
Hystricidae

a
Nonrodent species analyzed: Ocu—Oryctolagus cuniculus, rabbit; Sro—Sorex roboratus, shrew; Tal—Talpa altaica, siberian mole; Cfa—Canis
familiaris, dog; Fdo—Felis domesticus, cat; Cae—Cercopithecus aethiops, green monkey; Hsa—Homo sapiens, man; Bta—Bos taurus, calf;
Dda—Dama (Cervus) dama, fallow deer; Gle—Grus leucogeranus, crane; Rte—Rana temporaria, common frog; Mfo—loach, Misgurnus fossilis

Library Construction, Sequencing, and Computer Analysis. The
plasmid pGEM7Zf+ (Promega) codigested with HindIII and Eco RI
was used for the preparation of genomic libraries. The same plasmid,
cut with SmaI, was used to clone PCR products. Double-stranded plasmid templates were sequenced using the dideoxynucleotide method
with Sequenase (USB-Amersham). Some genomic (Eli3, Abo10, and
Mbe120) and all PCR product clones were sequenced with standard
M13 primers. All other DIP and MEN element copies were sequenced
using primers 1, 6, and 7 (see above) as well as other primers complementary to these elements. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using
the DNAPAIRS program and a combination of the NEIGHBOR and
DNADIST programs (Phylogeny Interference Package, version 3.5C)
which generate comparisons based on maximum parsimony and distance matrix methods described in Fitch (1977) and Saitou and Nei
(1987), respectively. tRNAAla gene was taken as closest to a root sequence.
General molecular biology techniques were performed as described
in Sambrook et al. (1989).

Results
Investigating the Species Distribution of B2 Element by
Hybridization Analysis
Initially, dot-hybridization was used in order to detect the
B2 element and B2-related SINEs. The result of hybridizing a mouse B2 probe with genomic DNAs of various
animal species is shown in Fig. 1 (left panel). A high
level of hybridization with the DNA of rodents from
families Muridae (mice, rat), Cricetidae (voles, gerbil,
lemming), Dipodidae (jerboas), Zapodidae (birch
mouse), and Spalacidae (mole rat) was observed following a low-temperature (42°C) wash of the filter. With the

Fig. 1. Dot-hybridization of labeled B2 and DIP elements with the
genomic DNA of rodents and other vertebrates. After hybridization, the
filters were washed at 42°, 52°, and 58°C. Following each wash, the
filters were autoradiographed. In the scheme showing the positions of
the genomic DNA dots, three-letter abbreviations for scientific names
of species (see Table 1) are used. The names of Muridae, Cricetidae,
and Spalacidae species are underlined.
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Fig. 2. Sequences and the consensus sequence of
the jerboa DIP element copies. Only nucleotides
that are different from the consensus sequence are
indicated. Dashes indicate gaps introduced to
obtain an optimal alignment. AAAT repeats are
highlighted in bold. Sequences flanking the SINEs
are indicated in lowercase and direct flanking
repeats are underlined. The B2 consensus
sequence (Bains and Temple-Smith 1989) is
included to allow comparison. Asterisks show the
nucleotides identical to those in the DIP
consensus. R 4 G + A, Y 4 C + T, K 4 G + T.
(EMBL and GenBank database accession Nos.
X80307–X80311).

Indochinese ground squirrel (Menetes berdmorei, Mbe)
DNA, only a moderate level of hybridization was detected. No hybridization to this element was observed in
any other test species including such rodents as suslik
(Citellus fulvus, Cfu), marmot (Marmota caudata, Mca),
dormouse (Dryomys nitedula, Dni), porcupine (Hystrix
leucara, Hle), and guinea pig (Cavia porcellus, Cpo).
Following a higher-stringency wash at 52°C (Fig. 1), the
level of hybridization to jerboas (Abo, Apy, Eli), birch
mouse (Sti), and the Indochinese ground squirrel (Mbe)
genomes was considerably reduced, whereas it was only
reduced slightly, if at all, to Muridae, Cricetidae, and
Spalacidae genomes.
These results indicate that there are many copies of
B2 element in Muridae, Cricetidae, and Spalacidae genomes, whereas the genomes of jerboas (family Dipodidae), birch mouse (family Zapodidae), and the Indochinese ground squirrel contain B2-related repetitive

sequences. It seems likely that there are no B2-related
SINEs in the genomes of the other species examined.
DIP, a Short Retroposon Family of the Jerboa Genome
To study the structure of the jerboa B2-related DNA
sequences, a number of clones hybridizing with a mouse
B2 probe were isolated from the genomic libraries of the
jerboas Eremodipus lichtensteini and Allactodipus bobrinskii. Five clones were sequenced and contained six
copies of a short retroposon that we named DIP (Dipodidae: DIP); one of the clones, Abo 10, contained two
copies of the DIP element: Abo 10Left and Abo 10Right.
The nucleotide sequences of the six copies of the DIP
element and resultant consensus are shown in Fig. 2. On
average there is a 11% variation from the consensus and
no species-specific features were found. In three copies
(Abo 10L, Eli 2, Eli 3), there is an additional 7- or 9-bp
sequence at position 62. Each of the six copies have an
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A-rich motif at the 38- end and are flanked by short direct
repeats, two properties characteristic of all short retroposons (Rogers 1985). The DIP element-specific feature
is a CT-motif located immediately upstream of the Arich motif. The 58-end consensus (positions 1 to 80) of
the DIP and B2 elements possess 74% similarity and
positions 1 to 29 are virtually identical. The rest of these
two elements are not similar. The only exceptions are the
A-rich motifs consisting of (A)2–3T repeats in both
SINEs.
By means of titration dot-hybridization, we have
found that the copy number of DIP element is approximately 1 × 105 in the genomes of jerboas (data not
shown). In summary, the DIP and B2 elements are different, though related, SINEs.

Investigating the Species Distribution of the DIP
Element by Hybridization Analysis
Figure 1 (right panel) demonstrates the result of dothybridization with the genomic DNAs of various animals
using a DIP probe. A moderate level of hybridization
with DNA of Muridae, Cricetidae, and Spalacidae rodents was observed following a low-stringency (42°C)
wash. These hybridization signals were reduced considerably following a higher-stringency, 52°C, wash (Fig.
1). This suggests that there are no DIP elements in these
three rodent family genomes and that the low-stringency
signals are due to hybridization of the DIP probe with B2
element copies.
In contrast, the hybridization of the DIP probe with
DNA of three test jerboa species (family Dipodidae) as
well as that of birch mouse (family Zapodidae) was very
intensive and resistant to high-stringency (52°C) washing. This indicates that the genomes of rodents from
families Dipodidae and Zapodidae contain multiple copies of the DIP element. None of the other species examined have this SINE (Fig. 1).

Investigating the Species Distribution of the B2 and
DIP Elements by PCR Analysis
The results of dot-hybridization cannot rule out the existence of a low number of copies of the B2 element in
the DNA of rodents belonging to the families Dipodidae,
Zapodidae, Gliridae, Sciuridae, Hystricidae, and Caviidae. To analyze this possibility we used the polymerase
chain reaction (PCR). To detect the B2 element, primers
corresponding to positions 1–18 (primer 1) and complementary to positions 76–94 (primer 2) of the B2 consensus nucleotide sequence (Bains and Temple-Smith 1989)
were used. Two variants of the PCR analysis were performed. In the first, 0.2 ng of target genomic DNA was
added to reaction mixtures. Using these conditions, PCR

products were observed only when Muridae, Cricetidae,
and Spalacidae family DNA was included as a target
(data not shown). In the second variant of the conditions,
200 ng of target DNA was used to reanalyze the genomes
of those species for which PCR products were not observed using the initial conditions. As seen in Fig. 3 (left
upper panel), in this experiment, some PCR products
were generated with all the templates; however, the
length of product was equivalent to the length of the
corresponding region in the B2 element (94 bp) only
with Muridae (see lanes Mmu, Ape), Cricetidae (lanes
Pda, Msc, Eta, Ate, Tin), and Spalacidae (lane Seh)
DNA. This result demonstrates that there are no copies of
the B2 element in the genomes of other rodents examined. However, some of them probably have B2-related
nucleotide sequences which act as templates for the observed PCR products.
To confirm these conclusions, blot-hybridization of
the PCR products with the mouse B2 probe was performed; this approach offers enhanced sensitivity and
also is capable of demonstrating similarities between the
PCR products and the B2 element. As shown in Fig. 3
(left panel), the PCR products generated from Muridae,
Crecitidae, and Spalacidae family members hybridized
more effectively and formed more thermostable hybrids
than the other PCR products. With the Dipodidae, Zapodidae, Gliridae, Sciuridae, Caviidae, and Hystricidae
family member templates, the PCR product corresponding to the B2 element was not detected even following a
fivefold-longer exposure.
Some PCR products were cloned and sequenced (data
not shown). The sequencing has demonstrated that the
Indian gerbil 94-bp PCR product does indeed correspond
to the B2 element, whereas the jerboa 110-bp PCR product and the Indochinese ground squirrel 155-bp PCR
product correspond to other repetitive DNA sequences.
A minor fraction of DIP element family acted as a template for this jerboa PCR product.
Thus, the PCR analysis has demonstrated that the genomes of representatives of families Muridae, Cricetidae, and Spalacidae contain multiple copies of the B2
element whereas the genomes of other test rodents do not
carry this retroposon.
The related study was carried out to determine the
species distribution of the DIP element. Oligonucleotides
corresponding to positions 1–18 (primer 1, the same as
the B2 element PCR primer 1) and complementary to
positions 103–120 (primer 6) of the DIP nucleotide sequence were used. Using the first variant of the experimental conditions (0.2 ng genomic DNA), PCR products
were observed only with jerboa and birch mouse DNA
templates (data not shown). Using the second variant of
the experimental conditions (200 ng DNA) to further
analyze the genomes of those species from which PCR
products had not been generated, PCR products were
obtained in all reactions (Fig. 3, right upper panel). How-
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Fig. 3. Detection of the B2 and DIP elements in rodent genomes by
PCR followed by hybridization of products. PCR reactions were carried
out using primers specific to the B2 (left panel) and DIP (right panel)
elements. (Upper) PCR products, separated in a 4% agarose gel by
electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bromide. Amounts of the
genomic DNA (ng) added to reaction mixtures are indicated above the

lanes. (Lower) Blot-hybridization of PCR products with B2 (left
panel) and DIP (right panel) probes. After hybridization, filters were
washed at 42° and 52°C and autoradiographed. The filter was exposed
to X-ray film for the time indicated below. Abbreviated species names
are indicated above the lanes (Table 1). 100N and 123N are DNA
marker ladders.

ever, PCR products corresponding to DIP element were
observed only when the templates was derived from Dipodidae (lanes Abo, Apy, and Eli) and Zapodidae (lanes
Sti and Sbe) genomes. Notice that in these lanes, the
lower (minor) band is the single-stranded form of the
same product.
In the case of DNA of rodents not belonging to the
families Dipodidae and Zapodidae, PCR produced some
minor bands and a heterogeneous smear of products,
(Fig. 3, right panel, lanes Mmu, Pda, Msc, Seh, Mbe,
Mca, Cfu, and Cpo). None of these products corresponds
in length to the DIP element PCR product. Blothybridization of these PCR products with a DIP probe
showed that thermostable hybrids formed only in the
case of PCR products amplified from the DNA of rodents from Dipodidae and Zapodidae families (Fig. 3).
These results demonstrate that there are numerous
copies of the DIP element in the Dipodidae and Zapodidae genomes, but there are no copies of this SINE in the
genomes of the other test rodents. (These data are summarized in Table 1).

The Nucleotide Sequence of the DIP Element from
Birch Mouse
In order conclusively to prove the presence of the DIP
element in the Zapodidae family, we cloned copies from
the S. tianschanica genome. A number of clones hybridizing to a mouse B2 probe were selected from a S. tianschanica genomic library and six were sequenced (Fig.
4). The copies demonstrate 89% identity and their consensus is very similar to the jerboa DIP element consensus, differing in only 14 positions. Moreover, these differences are not universal and at least one sequenced
copy has the base-pair characteristic for the DIP element
consensus of the other rodent family. This suggests that
the majority of DIP element subfamilies formed before
the divergence of Dipodidae and Zapodidae.
The 7–9-bp insertion at position 62 in three out of six
jerboa DIP copies seems to be the only detectable jerboaspecific feature of the DIP element and is absent in the S.
tianschanica DIP.
A C, present at position 37 in all of the jerboa DIP
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Fig. 4. Sequences and the consensus sequence of
the birch mouse DIP element copies. Only
nucleotides that are different from the consensus
sequence are indicated. The jerboa DIP consensus
(cons.D) is present to allow comparison with the
birch mouse DIP consensus sequence (cons.Z).
Asterisks indicate the nucleotides in the jerboa DIP
which are identical to those of the birch mouse
DIP consensus. Two CTTG tetranucleotides are
double underlined. This tetranucleotide repeats six
times in the Sti29 (see Fig. 2 for other
annotations). EMBL and GenBank database
accession Nos. X80315–X80320.

elements sequenced, is represented by a T in five copies
of the S. tianschanica DIP and a C in only one clone (Sti
25). This represents the most specific diagnostic nucleotide distinguishing the Dipodidae and Zapodidae DIP
elements. Interestingly, the substitution of a T for a C at
position 37 leads to the formation of two CTTG tandem
repeats in the S. tianschanica DIP element seen in Sti14,
Sti20, and Sti22 (Fig. 4). There is a (TTTG)2 sequence at
this place in copy Sti24. This region in Sti29 has a particularly unusual structure consisting of six tandem
CTTG repeats. These observations point to a tendency of
this region to undergo tandem repeat amplification.
In common with the jerboa DIP elements, the Sicista
DIP elements contain variable TC and (A)2–5T motifs at
the 38-end. This latter motif is especially variable: Its
length ranges from 9 bp (Sti25) to 46 bp (Sti29). Each of
the copies is flanked by short direct repeats which in
most cases are A-rich (Fig. 4) as was observed in four out
of six copies of the jerboa DIP element (Fig. 2). This
observation suggests a bias of the DIP element to integrate at A-rich sites of the genome; a similar integration

site preference has been previously described for Alu,
B1, and B2 elements (Bains and Temple-Smith 1989 and
references there in).

MEN, Short Composite Retroposons of the Indochinese
Ground Squirrel Genome
Dot-hybridization and PCR analysis revealed B2-related
repeated sequences not only in the genomes of rodents
from the Dipodidae and Zapodidae families but also in
the Indochinese ground squirrel, Menetes berdmorei
(Figs. 1 and 3). In order to determine the full sequence of
this putative retroposon, we screened a M. berdmorei
genomic library with a mouse B2 probe and sequenced
six clones. Comparison of their nucleotide sequences revealed a 270-bp SINE (Fig. 5). The copies of the element
differed from a consensus in only 5.5% of nucleotide
positions. Each copy was flanked by short direct repeats
and ended with a 10–27-bp oligo(A) tail. This SINE was
referred as MEN (Menetes: MEN). The sequence of the
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Fig. 5. Sequences and the consensus sequence of
the MEN element copies. Only nucleotides that
are different from the consensus are indicated.
Sequences flanking the SINEs are indicated in
lowercase. Direct flanking repeats are underlined.
The beginning of the right monomer is marked.
The B1 and the 58-half of B2 consensus sequences
(Bains and Temple-Smith 1989) are present to
demonstrate their similarity to the MEN element.
Identical nucleotides are shown by asterisks.
Boxed nucleotides are insertions in the B1 and B2
sequences. Two-variant positions are highlighted
in bold letters. R 4 G + A, Y 4 C + T, W 4 A
+ T, K 4 G + T, S 4 G + C, D 4 G + A + T
(EMBL and GenBank database accession numbers:
X80312–X80314 and Y09599–Y09601).

first 21 bp of the MEN element shows a high degree of
similarity (90%) to the beginning of B2 element. The
adjacent region of MEN (positions 22–80) also shares
sequence similarity with B2, but the level is lower
(70%). The rest of the MEN element does not exhibit any
sequence similarity with B2. A database search resulted
in the unexpected observation that the 38-end half of the
MEN element is a homologue of the mouse, rat, and
hamster B1 element (Fig. 5). The B1 element demonstrates a nonuniformly distributed level of similarity to
the MEN element. The following similarity levels for
different regions of the consensus sequences of MEN
and B1 are observed: 93% similarity in the region between positions 133 and 178 of MEN, 71% in the region
between positions 179 and 208, virtually no similarity

between positions 209 and 246, and 92% between positions 247 and 260. As the B1 element is homologous to
7SL RNA and the primate Alu element (Krayev et al.
1982; Ullu and Tschudi 1984), the MEN element also
shares homology with these nucleotide sequences (alignment is not shown). Thus, the MEN element represents a
composite SINE, consisting of two nonhomologous
monomers. The left monomer is tRNA-related whereas
the right one is a B1/7SL/Alu-like nucleotide sequence.
To date the only SINE of this nature to be described is
the type II SINE family from the prosimian, Galago
crassicandatus, genome. In this case, the left monomer
shares sequence similarity with a methionine tRNA and
the right one with an Alu right monomer (Daniels and
Deininger 1985).
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reaction; this was shown to be the single-stranded form
of the major PCR product. The 119-bp PCR product was
not found when the reaction was performed on genomic
DNA of other test rodents (Fig. 6), including three species from family Sciuridae: grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis), large-toothed suslik (Cittelus fulvus), and longtailed marmot (Marmota caudata). Blot-hybridization of
the PCR products with a MEN-specific probe also failed
to detect the 119-bp PCR product in the case of these
three species.
Figure 6 shows also that the sensitivity achieved is
sufficient to allow detection of a single MEN element
copy. On addition of as little as 0.01 ng of M. berdmorei
DNA to other genomic DNAs (100 ng), the 119-bp PCR
product is observed. By using long X-ray film exposures
it is possible to detect a 10 times smaller amount of the
PCR product. As the M. berdmorei genome contains
about 1 × 105 copies of this SINE, the sensitivity
achieved would be sufficient to allow detection of a
single copy of the MEN element in any genome.
Thus, the results of this experiment demonstrate that
the MEN element is not widely distributed: It is absent in
the genomes of three Sciuridae species. Therefore, it
could be suggested that the MEN element originated
fairly recently. It would be of interest to search for a
MEN element in the genomes of other squirrel genera
and such a study would reveal which of the numerous
squirrel genera are closely related to Menetes.

Fig. 6. Detection of the MEN element in genomic DNA by PCR
followed by hybridization of products. Indicated amounts of genomic
DNA from the Indochinese squirrel (Mbe), the grey squirrel (Sca:
Sciurus carolinensis), the large-toothed suslik (Cfu), the long-tailed
marmot (Mca), and the domestic mouse (Mmu) were included in reaction mixtures. (Upper) PCR products, separated in a 4% agarose gel
and stained with ethidium bromide. (Lower) Blot-hybridization of the
PCR products with a MEN probe. After hybridization, the filter was
washed at 42° and 52°C and autoradiographed. Lanes were exposed to
X-ray film for the time indicated underneath. M is a 100-bp DNA
marker ladder. See the text for other explanations.

The Species Distribution of the MEN Element
Using the left MEN monomer as a probe in titration
dot-hybridization assays we found that there are approximately 8 × 104 copies of the MEN element in the M.
berdmorei genome (data not shown). To study whether
there are MEN elements in genomes of other rodents,
PCR analysis was carried out using the universal primer
1, complementary to the beginnings of all of the B2related SINEs, and primer 7, complementary to the left
monomer of MEN (positions 101–119). As little as 0.01
ng of M. berdmorei genomic DNA is enough to allow
detection of the 119-bp PCR product (Fig. 6). An additional minor product (lower band) is observed in this

Comparison of the Structures of the B2
Superfamily Retroposons
We have compared the consensus nucleotide sequences
of various retroposon families belonging to the B2 superfamily (B2, DIP, MEN, ID, and 4.5s1 RNA pseudogenes), deriving a consensus of the 58-end portion (Fig.
7). The highest similarity (about 95)% to the consensus is
observed from positions 1 to 21. The region from positions 22 to 40 is moderately conserved: the average sequence similarity to the superfamily consensus being
84%. The region proximal to this (positions 41–57) is the
most variable: The average identity is 65%. Finally, the
adjacent region (positions 58–81) is more highly conserved. (The average sequence identity is 83%.) Nucleotide sequences located downstream of position 80 in different SINEs of the B2 superfamily do not share
similarity with each other; their A-rich tails form the
only exception to this observation (not shown).
So, these retroposons share extensive similarity in
their first 80 bp; we propose to call this common region
the B2 superfamily ‘‘core’’ sequence. The similarity between these retroposon families suggests that they
evolved from a common nucleotide sequence. Russo et
al. (1986) found a high level of similarity (80%) between
the rat ID element and the mouse alanine tRNAGCG gene.
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Fig. 7. The consensus ‘‘core’’ sequence of the
B2-superfamily deduced by comparison of the five
retroposon families. DIP and ID are consensuses
of the jerboa and birch mouse DIP elements and
the rat and guinea pig ID elements (Kim et al.
1994), respectively. 4.5S1 is the consensus of the
rat 4.5s1 RNA pseudogenes (Takeuchi and Harada
1986). The mouse tRNAAla gene sequence (Russo
et al. 1986) is shown to allow comparison and did
not contribute to the B2-superfamily consensus.
Noncoding nucleotides of the tRNA gene are
double underlined. Box A and box B are two parts
of the RNA polymerase III promoter. Notation: .
for homology, - for nucleotide deletion, R for A
and G, Y for C and T, K for G and T, W for T
and A, S for C and G.

This gene demonstrates the highest (among genes of
various tRNAs, including tRNALys) degree of similarity
to the B2-superfamily core sequence (Fig. 7). So, the
data obtained suggest that all of the B2-superfamily retroposons descended from the tRNAAla gene.
We applied the distance matrix and maximum parsimony methods (Fitch 1977; Saitou and Nei 1987) to
construct phylogenetic trees for 1–82 nucleotide sequence regions of the retroposons. Both methods resulted
in the same branch pattern (Fig. 8). Both these data and
wide species distribution of the ID element (Kim et al.
1994) suggest that evolution of rodent retroposons proceeded as follows: tRNA progenitor → ID element →
other B2-superfamily retroposons.

Discussion
The Species Distribution of the B2 Retroposon
Superfamily and Rodent Phylogeny
In the present work we proposed to use the data on the
species distribution of SINE families in order to obtain
phylogenetic information. Figure 9 shows a fragment of
a rodent phylogenetic tree after Romer (1966) combined
with our data on the distribution of the B2 and DIP
elements in the families studied. Our results confirm the
validity of the previously reported classification. The
presence of the B2 element only among Muridae, Cricetidae, and Spalacidae provides evidence that they are
diverged from the same branch. In the same manner the
existence of the DIP element in the Dipodidae and Zapodidae genomes, but not the other families, clearly suggests the phylogenetic relatedness of these two families
in comparison with the others.
The results obtained prove that by studying the species distribution of SINEs it is possible, with a high
degree of accuracy, to verify phylogenetic relations
within taxonomic assignments. Our method is based on
the assumption that the organism possesses no effective
mechanism allowing the elimination of SINEs from the

Fig. 8. The phylogenetic tree of the B2 superfamily retroposons and
tRNAAla gene constructed using the maximum parsimony method (A)
and the distance matrix method (B) The sequences present in Fig. 7
were used for reconstruction of the trees. tRNAAla gene was taken as
the closest to a root sequence.

genome once they have appeared, and so the elements
are retained as the species evolves and are present in all
subsequent species derived from this progenitor. As a
result SINEs can act as markers within certain branches
of a phylogenetic tree.
The common sources of mistakes prevalent in classical morphological methods of systematic assignment
arise from the convergent and parallel evolution of features. Homoplastic but not homologous structures are
often used in systematic assignments, leading to mistakes
in the determination of phylogenetic structures (Hartenberger 1985). The method described here is largely free
from this type of subjectivity. The tRNA-unrelated regions of SINEs, both from SINEs belonging to the same
superfamily (for example B2, DIP, and MEN) as well as
unrelated SINEs, demonstrate extreme nucleotide sequence variation. This suggests that the tRNA-unrelated
regions of different SINEs have independent origins and
are not influenced by convergent evolution. The absence
of convergent features is intuitive given that the SINEs
seem to have no physiological functions and therefore
are not governed by any direct form of natural selection
on the organismic level (Orgel and Crick 1980; Doolittle
and Sapienza 1980).
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Fig. 9. The rodent phylogenetic tree (Romer 1966) and the distribution of the B2 and DIP elements. The left-hand cluster of clades is shown
completely, whereas the right-hand one is significantly reduced by comparison with the original: only three of 21 families are shown. Arrowheads
indicate likely moments of B2 and DIP element emergence.

Almost all the molecular biological methods for detecting phylogenetic relationships are based on the determination of sequence similarities either at the amino
acid or nucleotide level. These features, especially the
amino acid sequences of proteins, could display similarities arrived at through convergent evolution. Potentially
an even more important source of mistakes in these approaches is the possible differences in the speed of amino
acid or nucleotide substitution rate in different lineages.
Moreover the results can be strongly dependent on the
methods which are used for determining the similarities
between sequences. All these confounding factors lead to
equivocal and contradictory results in the estimation of
phylogenetic relationships by molecular biological methods (Hasegawa et al. 1992; Carmean and Crespi 1995).
The method described here does not suffer from the
limitations described above as it is based on binary,
qualitative features (either the presence or absence of
specific SINEs in the genome) rather than subjective or
quantitative features (the level of homology of the sequences, for example). As a result we suggest that this
approach allows us to draw very reliable conclusions.
Murata et al. (1993) proposed another method for
studying the phylogenetic assignment using SINEs.
These authors studied Hpa I repetitive elements from the
genomes of Pacific salmonids in order to assess the presence or absence of individual SINE copies at orthologous
loci within the various genomes. By using the PCR to
study the species distribution of four copies of Hpa I
repetitive elements these authors built a considerable
fragment of the salmonid phylogenetic tree, demonstrat-

ing that such a SINE insertion analysis is a reliable
method for this purpose. By studying the distribution of
a sufficiently large number of independent SINE copies,
one can potentially build quite a detailed phylogenetic
tree. Although our approach does not possess the same
high degree of resolution (because of the limited number
of different SINE families), it allows us to study the
phylogeny of higher rank taxa (families and orders). We
suggest that by combining these two SINE-based analytical approaches it will become possible to accurately
study phylogenetic relationships.

Evolution of B2 Superfamily Retroposons
In the present work we described the features of two new
members of the B2 superfamily: the DIP and MEN elements. Besides the B2 family itself there are also the
4,5S1 RNA pseudogenes and the family of ID elements
which belong to this superfamily (Rogers 1985). The
latter two elements are not typical SINEs in the sense that
they are closely related to the major small nuclear RNAs
(4,5S1 RNA and BC1 RNA, respectively), which provide
obvious candidates for the precursors of these two retroposon families. In this regard the DIP and MEN elements are more typical representatives of the tRNArelated SINEs, so an analysis of these elements can shed
light on the origin and evolution of the B2 superfamily as
well as that of the other SINEs.
A comparison of the nucleotide sequences of the five
retroposon families belonging to the B2 superfamily re-
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vealed a core sequence consisting of the first 80 base
pairs of each B2-like SINE (Fig. 7). In the rest of their
sequences the representatives of the superfamily display
no significant similarities at the nucleotide level. The
two-partial RNA-polymerase III promoter (boxes A and
B) as well as the first 12 bp and the region between
positions 30 and 47 are the most conserved sequences in
the B2-like SINEs. The evolutionary conservation of
these regions suggests that they seem to be important for
amplification of these retroposons.
Similarity between the core sequence and the
tRNAAla gene suggests that B2-superfamily retroposons
descended from this gene. It cannot be ruled out that
these retroposon families originated from the tRNAAla
gene independently. However, it is more likely that there
was a later common progenitor. A good candidate for
this progenitor could be the ID element or the BC1 RNA
gene. (The latter seems to be a master gene responsible
for the amplification of ID elements (Kim et al. 1994)).
The mouse tRNAAla gene demonstrates a somewhat
higher degree of similarity to ID elements than to other
B2-superfamily retroposons (Figs. 7 and 8). So, the ID
element appears to be an evolutionary intermediate between tRNA and other B2-superfamily retroposons. ID
elements and BC1 RNA genes seem to be present in
genomes of all rodents: They have been found not only
in rat, mouse, and hamster but in guinea pig as well (Kim
et al. 1994). So, these nucleotide sequences are widely
distributed and hence they obviously formed in a rodent
ancestor. This accords with the hypothesis that ID elements and BC1 RNA genes could be progenitors for
other B2-superfamily retroposons present in a more limited range of species. ID elements, obtaining additional
nucleotide sequences (different for different lineages),
may have resulted in the stochastic generation of very
successful retroposons, such as the B2, DIP, and MEN
elements. This version of B2-superfamily evolution is in
better agreement with Deininger and Daniels’ ideas
(1986) concerning SINE origin and evolution than with a
model for the independent initial derivation of SINE
families from retrovirus ‘‘strong-stop DNA’’ (Ohshima
et al. 1993).
The MEN element described here occupies a special
place in the B2 superfamily and in SINE classification in
general. The MEN element is composed of two parts: a
B2-related sequence and a B1-like sequence which have
become linked together. To date the type II SINE from
the genome of the prosimian Galago crassicandatus represents the only other example of a composite element of
this nature (Daniels and Deininger 1985). In this case the
left monomer is the tRNA-related sequences and the
right corresponds to the right monomer of the Alu element, the latter of which is akin to the mouse 7SL RNArelated B1 sequence. The description of a second SINE
composed of tRNA-related and 7SL RNA-related sequence monomers suggests that the unification of such

sequences to generate one retroposon constitutes a rare
but not singular event, and it is possible that such an
event leads to an increase in the self-amplifying capacity
of the resultant retroposon. Such an increase in the ability
to self-amplify is probably more critical for the 7SL
RNA-related sequences. This suggestion is based on the
fact that, besides MEN and the Galago type II SINE,
there is one more example, the well-known primate Alu
element, involving homo-unification of two 7SL-related
sequences (Ullu and Tschudi 1984)
An interesting feature is observed in the right monomer of the MEN sequence. Alu and B1 elements, with
the exception of the A-rich tail and linker, are generally
thought to consist only of nucleotide sequences derived
from the 7SL RNA (Ullu and Tschudi 1984; Labuda and
Zietkiewicz 1994). However, in the B1 element there is
a region 15 nucleotides from the 38-end where the direct
similarity to the 7SL RNA is absent. This region is
formed by the duplication of two short segments of the
7SL sequence (Labuda et al. 1991). In the same site of
the right, B1-like, monomer of the MEN element there is
a nucleotide sequence (positions 209–246) lacking homology to 7SL RNA as well as the B1 sequence. We
suggest that this sequence of the MEN element was derived not from the 7SL RNA but from another genomic
sequence which has become integrated into the 7SL
RNA-related element. (It cannot be ruled out that all
38-end regions including the last 14 bp of the MEN element originated from 7SL RNA-unrelated sequence.) It
is possible that the integration of these sequences generates the highly effective retroposition activity of these
SINEs. The absence of any similar additional sequences
in the Alu element of primates is probably compensated
for by its dimeric structure.
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